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Abstract 
With the rapid development of information technology, the network-based teaching and interactive system has been 
gradually entering class, besides the special nature of physical education and the objects makes for the "interactive" 
teaching model to demonstrate a very significant advantage. In this paper, the research on Design and Research of on-
line interactive Q & A System on Sports Expertise will be discussed through documentary study and related network 
technology links, to solve the common problems in college physical education, which,therefore, is heipful for the 
useful exploration into the collaboration of professional teaching and network- interaction. 
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1. Introduction  
With the development of the society and the improvement of the living standard, people’s needs for 
sports have been developed to a level higher than superficial knowledge and network retrieval has 
become an important approach for people to quickly comprehend and master professional knowledge 
about sports. However, the most excellent search engines at home and abroad, such as Baidu zhidao, 
Tianya ask-answer community, SoSo, Sina iAsk, Yahoo answers, etc, haven’t made accurate, 
comprehensive and practical classification of sports which is deeply concerned by people thus resulted in 
the fact that network users are not able to find exact information needed when retrieving professional 
knowledge about sports. There is interactive and professional question answering system to disabuse most 
students on sports knowledge for PE major education in university and to enable many sports 
professionals hereby to solve problems encountered and interested by the majority of users. [1]
2. Subject selection background 
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Looking back on the development history of China’s search engine industry, it has been nearly ten 
years since Chinese Baidu Company announced the earliest question answering system in China in 
October, 2003. During these years, China’s search engine industry witnessed earth-shaking changes and 
search engine developed from single search tool to important emerging media. As static web page is 
gradually receding, dynamic interactive question answering system is getting into users’ good graces 
more and more. Due to its high commerciality, the question answering system lacks in specialty and 
practicality in pursuing interests blindly; though sports is always mentioned as an indispensible treasure 
in people’s life, there has been no great network institute to design question answering system of 
professional sports knowledge. 
2.1 Domestic research status of question answering system 
As a free interactive knowledge platform of question answering and sharing based on searching, Baidu 
zhidao is the first question answering platform in China. It was announced on 21st, June, 2005 and turned 
into the formal version on 8th, November, 2005. Up to now, Baidu zhidao has received more than ten 
million questions, the number of questions already answered has reached 11246866 and the number of 
questions to be solved is 43650. With the success of Baidu zhidao, many domestic question answering 
systems have appeared, such as SoSo, Sina iAsk. Of course, the Oask program, which simulates Baidu 
zhidao and is created by Dongyi Corporation, is worthy of our attention and can enable question 
answering system to provide better service for various websites. The intellectual products produced by 
network interactive question answer mode belong to a kind of information product; as a commercial 
product, intellectual product is united with the use value and the value hence the classified products based 
on professional field are rather few. 
2.2 Research objective 
Since the sports quality marks make up a considerable proportion in entrance requirement for students 
majoring in sports while the requirement for marks of cultural courses is relatively low, many students are 
especially interested in sports technology curriculums and some experiment courses after entering college 
while attaching less importance to theoretical courses for which truancy, illness as the excuse for 
absenteeism, network addiction, inadequate concentration, treating in exam and other phenomena 
frequently occurred. If not be managed correctly and restricted by teaching methods properly, these 
phenomena will affect teaching effect and quality to a great extent and finally will influence talent 
training to a certain degree. According to article Investigation and research into the extra-curriculum 
activities of university students by Zhao Lina, the percentage of students using network in extracurricular 
life is 87%, the percentage of students acquiring sports knowledge from network is 37%. It can de drawn 
from brief analysis of the above data that the network is the major resource or platform for students to 
obtain knowledge in extracurricular life. Despite the rapid development of computer network technology, 
the advantages of networked autonomous learning for sports major students in our country have not been 
brought into better play. However, when encountering problems in their professional learning, the first 
solution occurred to their mind is to collect information through network. Whereas the question 
answering system of each large website, such as Google, Baidu can not offer more exact and convenient 
answer for questions about the classification of professional knowledge about sports and the accuracy rate 
of answering. 
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3. Research object and method 
3.1 Research object 
On-line interactive question answering system platform of professional knowledge about sports 
3.2 Research method 
1) Documentary data method 
Consult and collect relevant literature information extensively through library and electronic journals 
network and make analysis and processing in order to provide solid theoretical basis for this research. 
2) Network retrieval method
Make analysis of the existing similar platforms or relevant literature searched by some network 
retrieval tools, such as Baidu and Google so as to form primary thought of this system design. 
3) Dynamic network and database technology. 
Design by making use of the dynamic network and the database technology. 
4. Design and development 
4.1 Environment and language 
In order to ensure the efficiency and reliability of system operation, the system server should be 
provided with better software and hardware allocation and the requirement for client is not very high. 
This application program can be extensively operated on the Internet. The operational requirements are as 
follows: 
Table 1 Running environment of software and hardware 
Client end  Windows98/XP/2003 Internet Explorer(IE), etc 
Server operating system  WindowsNT/Windows2003ˈ Server(IIS)6.0 and higher version. 
Database  Adopting SQL 2005 
Website development software Asp.net dynamic webpage technology 
Server  CPU: higher than PIII500ˈinternal memory˖more than 1G  
Client  CPU: higher than P200MMXˈinternal memory˖more than 256M  
4.2 System architecture 
On-line interactive question answering system of professional knowledge about sports is a technology 
combining Web technology and database technology to realize development environment separation and 
the user end uses relatively unified browser to actualize cross platform application and multimedia service. 
The World Wide Web WebPages in the early stage are mostly static WebPages which cannot carry out 
information interaction thus restricting its application to a great extent. With the development of the 
network, dynamic webpage, which is changeable and interactive, has made up for the shortage of static 
webpage. By “changeable”, it means that the webpage is continuously changing with the same webpage 
showing different content; by “interactive”, it means that users can transfer information with the server. 
The following is the principle structure diagram of static and dynamic webpage generation. 
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Figure 1. Static webpage system structure diagram 
Figure 2. Dynamic webpage system structure diagram
The system adopts the technology of Asp.net dynamic webpage. Asp.net is the running environment of 
server script through which the website designers can create and operate the application program of 
dynamic and interactive Web server. According to the above diagram, what is generated at the client is a 
simple Html static webpage because dynamic webpage usually accomplishes dynamic content by 
combining the Html content and the programming language of dynamic webpage. When users send 
request for browsing webpage, dynamic webpage first compiles and explains in the system environment 
of server then feeds back to the client in the static webpage form. Therefore, the system is designed to 
apply Asp.net to website development not only for facilitating people to look up professional knowledge 
about sports when needed but also for offering corresponding information for people thus providing a 
platform for communicating professional knowledge about sports. 
4.3 Foreground template design 
The template of system webpage is the combination of handwritten Div codes of pure notebook and 
CSS, which enables a fast running speed for website. There are three pictures about competitive sports at 
title bar position of webpage so as to make the website run smoothly and the webpage clean and tidy. Not 
only can the system design form a complete system on the level of a platform and an interface to facilitate 
communication, consultation and application but also can the universities achieve complementary 
advantages and the exchange and co-construction of resources. 
According to the general design of the system, the illustration of the main interfaces that the foreground 
and background of the system should contain is as follows: 
z Website homepage: the website can be accessed by entering the website domain name 
http://www.tiyuren.net/qa. 
z The management of various templates is conducted in the background, such as, template 
management, question type management, question management, member management and 
comment management, etc. 
z User register interface: unregistered users can fill in registering information and enter the 
database. 
z User login interface: the registered users can click on the login interface. 
z Searching answer interface: users can make self judgment before raising a question; if the user 
considers his/her question had appeared he/she can find the answer directly by searching. 
z Questioning interface: users can directly enter the questioning interface to raise questions to be 
solved. 
z Question interaction interface: users can find answers needed and can dispel the doubts with other 
users interactively. 
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z Other necessary function pages include highlight recommendation interface, question 
classification column, question rewarding ranking and user point integer ranking, etc. 
4.4 Background module 
The designers can log in the background through management in accordance with each part in the 
diagram figure 3. 

Figure 3. The structure diagram of background management of the question answering system 
5. System implementation flow chart 
System flow as shown in figure 4 below 
Figure 4 System implementation flow chart 
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6. Conclusion 
The development and design of on-line interactive question answering system has provided a rather 
good platform for communicating sports knowledge for the masses of network users, which possesses 
prominent theoretical and practical value on the networking of sports knowledge. The client end 
accomplishes interactive network problem solving of sports knowledge through various browsers and 
enables remote system maintenance and management thus solving the problem of fuzzy classification of 
other network search engines from the practical and comprehensive angle. 
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